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AbstrAct

This chapter describes how Web usage patterns can 
be used to improve the navigational structure of a 
Web site. The discussion begins with an illustra-
tion of visualization tools that study aggregate and 
individual link traversals. The use of data mining 
techniques such as classification, association, and 
sequence analysis to discover knowledge about 
Web usage, such as navigational patterns, is also 
discussed. Finally, a graph theoretic algorithm to 
create an optimal navigational hyperlink structure, 
based on known navigation patterns, is presented. 
The discussion is supported by analysis of real-
world datasets.

IntroductIon

The structure of a Web site is usually based on 
how the designer envisions the site will be used. 
However once the Web site is put into use, the de-
signer’s theoretical approach may turn out to be not 
so practical. It is only the actual use of the Web site 
that will give the designer clues about how the users 
navigate through the site and in what content they 
are most interested. For example, if the users are 
flocking towards a particular type of content, then 
the designer could think about establishing the site 
as an authority on that type of content by providing 
more information on the topic. Conversely, if a type 
of content is not generating much attention, it may 
be because the users are missing the information. 
The designer may look into changing its location 
on the Web site.DOI: 10.4018/978-1-59904-990-8.ch024
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The users’ navigational patterns help reveal the 
users’ interests, but they can also be used to adjust 
the hyperlink structure of the Web site for optimal 
navigation. This chapter describes how Web usage 
can be used to construct a hyperlink structure that 
is easier to navigate. The discussion includes data 
visualization, uncovering navigational patterns 
using conventional data mining techniques, as 
well as a graph theoretical algorithm to construct 
an improved navigational structure.

The second section of this paper provides 
a background on various tools to analyze Web 
navigation. The next section describes an applica-
tion of data mining techniques to discover Web 
navigation patterns. An algorithm to create an 
optimal hyperlink structure is presented in after-
wards. The chapter concludes by summarizing the 
content and identifying areas for future research 
and development.

bAcKground

Web usage mining applies data mining techniques 
to discover usage patterns from Web data, in order 
to understand and better serve the needs of Web-
based applications. While Web content mining 
and Web structure mining utilize the information 
found in Web documents, Web usage mining uses 
secondary data generated by the users’ interaction 
with the Web. Web access logs available on most 
servers are good examples of the datasets used in 
Web usage mining. Other Web usage data may 
include browser logs, user profiles, registration 
files, user sessions or transactions, user queries, 
bookmark folders, as well as mouse clicks and 
scrolls (Kosala and Blockeel, 2000). Web usage 
mining includes the creation of user profiles, as 
well as analysing user access patterns and navi-
gation paths.

Prior to applying data mining techniques, it is 
essential to understand the dataset. This is typi-
cally done by creating multiple summary reports 
and, if possible, using visual representations. 

Before writing programs for analyzing Web ac-
cess logs, one may want to consider one of the 
analysis tools already available. These analysis 
tools may provide answers to most questions 
regarding the usage of Web sites. The list below 
provides the freeware and open source Web access 
analysis tools listed on an Open Directory Web 
site (http://dmoz.org/). In addition to freeware 
and open source tools, the listing of commercial 
tools can also be found on the Open Directory 
site. This section provides a discussion on how 
to obtain summary reports, visualization of ag-
gregate clickstream, as well as individual user 
sessions from Web access logs.

Analog www.analog.cx•	
AWStats awstats.sourceforge.net•	
BBClone bbclone.de•	
The Big Brother Log Analyzer bbla.source-•	
forge.net
BlibbleBlobble LogAnalyser www.blib-•	
bleblobble.co.uk/Downloads/LogAnalyser
Dailystats www.perlfect.com/freescripts/•	
dailystats
GeoIP www.maxmind.com/geoip•	
High Speed Merging ww.whurst.net/pro-•	
gramming/hHSM/index.php
HitsLog Script www.irnis.net/soft/hitslog•	
Http-Analyze www.http-analyze.org•	
Kraken Reports www.krakenreports.com•	
Logfile	 www.ratrobot.com/programming/•	
shell
LogFile Analyse www.jan-winkler.de/dev•	
LogReport Foundation logreport.org•	
MagicStats www.nondot.org/MagicStats•	
Modlogan www.modlogan.org•	
NedStat www.nedstat.com•	
Pathalizer pathalizer.bzzt.net•	
phpOpenTracker www.phpopentracker.de•	
PowerPhlogger pphlogger.phpee.com•	
RCounter rcounter.noonet.ru•	
Realtracker Web site Statistics free.real-•	
tracker.com
Relax ktmatu.com/software/relax•	
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